
GRADE 6: Tuesday 16th February 
Notes for today:  Please remember to check in through the Insights Survey on Compass. 
 

READING  WRITING MATHS INQUIRY/OTHER 
Learning intention Learning intention Learning intention Learning intention  

We are learning to compare and contrast 

characters in books 

We are learning to understand different 

sentence types in writing 

We are learning to understand decimal place 

value in maths 

We are learning to be grateful and mindful in 
everyday life 

Success Criteria Success Criteria Success Criteria Success Criteria 

I can compare similarities between main 

characters in texts 

I can contrast differences between main 

characters in texts 

I can identify the key features of different 
sentence types 
I can create different sentence types in my 
own writing 

I can identify the place value of digits in 
decimal numbers 
I can name and write numbers up to three 
decimal places 

I can brainstorm and perform a random act 
of kindness 
I can reflect on my feelings and how I can feel 
better 

Task Task Task Task 

* Complete tasks in your workbook.  

Begin today with 20 minutes of reading using 

your independent reading book that you 

have borrowed from the school library.  
 

While you read today, you are going to be 

reflecting on words that you are unsure of. In 

your workbook draw up a table with the 

following headings.  

Word    Possible 
Synonyms 

What I think it 
means 

   

As you read, write down any words that you 

come across that you are unsure of. By the 

end of your independent reading, you need 

to have recorded at least 5 words that you 

needed to clarify. 

 

Once finished reading independently, your 

reading response is to compare 2 main 

characters in your book.  

Compare how their inside traits (personality) 

are similar and different. Next compare how 

their outside traits (appearance) are similar 

and different. Record the similarities and 

differences in your workbook. 

 

 

 

Sentence Types 

Strong writing contains different types of 

sentences, so you can write in different levels 

of detail and meaning. Remember: 

 

A simple sentence contains just one main 

clause (that’s a subject and a verb). For 

example: The cat was sleeping. 

 

A compound sentence contains two main 

clauses (that make sense all by themselves) 

and a comma-conjunction. For example: The 

dog was barking, but the cat was sleeping. 

 

A complex sentence contains an independent 

clause and a dependent clause (that needs 

some extra information). For example: The 

cat was sleeping even though the dog was 

barking. Or: Even though the dog was 

barking, the cat was sleeping. 

 

Choose five topics and create a simple, 

compound and complex sentence for each of 

them in your workbook. Aim to use different 

verbs and different conjunctions in your 

sentences. 

Ordering Decimals  

When ordering numbers you need to identify 

the largest place numbers using their place 

values. If you are unsure about this here is a 

video of ordering whole numbers using their 

place value.  

 

Remember place values to thousandths and 

the how each value needs its full place value 

to equal 1. From last week we looked at 

place value (ones, tens, hundreds) and how 

the same applies to numbers in the decimals 

(tenths, hundredths, thousandths).  

Decimals are fractions of whole numbers and 

live between 1 and 0. 

 

Video you can watch to Order Decimals  

  

Look at the worksheet and order number 

from least to greatest number.  Write each 

sequence in the correct order in your book. 

12.1 decimals ordering 2 

Part 1: Random Act of Kindness  
Any act of kindness no matter how big or 
small can make a difference – especially 
when done intentionally.  

 
Click on this link to see some examples of 
random acts of kindness. Use these ideas for 
inspiration to choose 8 acts of kindness you 
could do.  Today choose at least one of these 
act of kindness to complete.  
 
Part 2: Mindfulness Choice Board 
You might not be feeling that great about 
staying at home today, but there are always 
things you can do to feel (and think) better. 
 
Choose one of the following activities in this 
link and spend ten minutes completing it. 
 
Once you are done, write a brief reflection in 
your book using the following prompts:- 
- Before this activity, I felt ... 
- After this activity, I feel ... 
- If I am ever feeling off, I can … to feel better 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPFSUQUoQPU&ab_channel=MichelleTaylor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JPFSUQUoQPU&ab_channel=MichelleTaylor
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG6ILNOiMgM&ab_channel=mathantics
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng2HKLkEPZdYEE-onWVBVd6P6JOkoL10/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-hCv_3R7QFsC9-4eUHVYtVxqwvfCI9uO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eTG2HApKVZmPdTQx4dWEj87Mr7tboyVb/view?usp=sharing


Too hard?  Too hard?  Too hard? Too hard? 

Record at least 2 words that you needed to 

clarify. 

Check the examples above and make sure 
you create simple sentences and compound 
sentences for your five topics. 
Click on the link to use FANBOYS to help you. 

Look at the worksheet and order number 

from least to greatest number.  Write each 

sequence in the correct order in your book. 

 12.1 decimals ordering 1 

Choose a different activity from the 

Mindfulness Choice Board. 

Too easy?  Too easy?  Too easy?  Too easy?   

Add an additional column to your table and 

record the definition for each word.  

Pick one of your topics and create a short, 
half-page story that includes your different 
sentence types. 

Look at the worksheet and order number 

from least to greatest number.  Write each 

sequence in the correct order in your book.  

  

Complete questions 7 to 10 of 12.1 decimals 

ordering 2 and all of 12.1 decimals ordering 

3 

Choose another activity from the 
Mindfulness Choice Board. 

Don’t have _________? Don’t have _________? Don’t have _________? Don’t have _________?  

Complete task as assigned and as best you 
can. 

Complete task as assigned and as best you 
can. 

Complete task as assigned. Complete tasks as assigned and as best you 
can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JaH9MCQx2Vw2cTj-YaSGgQxyLUk42K1n/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z-6ngHQrPobyMeZSECa0COB4T9oQeY6Q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng2HKLkEPZdYEE-onWVBVd6P6JOkoL10/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ng2HKLkEPZdYEE-onWVBVd6P6JOkoL10/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-NcKr-O-4tuNYJ3woiZAUsb9YYA-I7QY/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-NcKr-O-4tuNYJ3woiZAUsb9YYA-I7QY/view?usp=sharing
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12.1 – 3 

 

Random Act of Kindness 
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FANBOYS 

 


